1997 toyota tacoma fuse box

David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Toyota Tacoma in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Tacoma is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Toyotas have
multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the
interior fuse box of your Tacoma is located. If your Tacoma has many options like a sunroof,
navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses,
so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you
need to replace a blown fuse in your Tacoma, make sure you replace it with one that has the
same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Tacoma. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Flushing the coolant in your car is not
that hard and will extend the life of your engine tremendously - learn how here! Odd electrical
problems that come out of nowhere can often signify a blown engine fuse - check and change
yours here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter
the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Fix minor oil leaks. Learn how to diagnose and
fix minor oil leaks in your car. Coolant flush. Check for a blown engine fuse. Set the clock to the
correct time. Is the clock in your car ahead or behind? Learn how to set it here! See all videos
for the Toyota Tacoma. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location, and assignment of fuses Toyota Tacoma , ,
The fuses are designed to blow before the entire wiring harness is damaged. If any of the
electrical components do not operate, a fuse may have blown. If this happens, check and
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Gen. Tacomas ' started by Newby , Oct 12, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to
Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for
a FREE account. Tundra caliper leaking Complete fluid job questions. Get my transmission
temp down. Post Reply. Hello everyone, I just bought a 98 Toyota Tacoma V6 4x4 with automatic
transmission two weeks ago. The truck has no power and it does not run. I already did the
following things and I still could not turn on the engine yet: 1. Replace the Battery with a new
one. Replace the Spark Plugs and Wires with the new ones. Replace the Starter with a new one.
Tested the gas at the gas filter and it works fine. Below are my pics: The cutting wires that I'm
talking about them above are the underneath of the first and second pix. The rest are not
cutting. The previous owner cut and messed with the relays and wirings. So I tried to fix and
connect those wirings and connected the relays back, but I'm sure I don't get them correctly.
Moreover, I found out that couple wires underneath of the two Relays on the left side are cut
and I know that there is only one purple Relay which is the right one only but the previous
owner put another purple into it too. In thise case, please look at my Fuse Box and Relays and
then post couple pix of yours which are correctly connected here and I'll try to match to yours if
you can. Furthermore, if you have any ideas, please help me or give me some subjections on
what and how to fix them. Last edited: Oct 13, Newby , Oct 12, The cutting wires that I'm talking
about them above are the underneath of the first and second pix. The rest are not cutting: The
previous owner cut and messed with the relays and wirings. Newby , Oct 13, At least I think it's
positive. Not sure if you took it off or it's missing. Here is a 97 4runner fuse box in my Tacoma.
Looks like there are several issues. I hate other people's hack jobs. Replace the fuse box from a
wrecking yard. Last edited: Oct 14, Newby , Oct 14, Show Ignored Content. Tacomas
Backcountry Adventures: Northern California. Lubegard Automatic Transmission Fluid
Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created or sold by the OE car company. Code 3RZFE. Energy
Suspension 9. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas '
started by jaxkeyman , Sep 21, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World!
You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE
account. Quick Links: 3rz engine swap and coolant path diagram? What do you think about
this? Windshield washer not working Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Post Reply. My windshield washer
quit working. The wipers both work, but when I try to activate washer, there is no noise from the
pump motor. Have not been able to locate the fuse for the washer motor, in order to check fuse
before buying a pump. Any advice is appreciated. Put a test light on the pumps wiring harness
plug and hit the switch, if you have a light There's power if not gota find the fuse. Good luck OP.
Xbeaus likes this. Thanks, will get a test lite tomorrow. If its getting power then try blowing a
small burst of compressed air through your hoses, Mine got gunked up one time. Id also advise
removing your tank and cleaning the motor as it also had gunk all in it. Power coming to the
connection, bought new pump which runs on jumper wire, but not when plugged in, must be in
my connection. Checking further later. Many thanks for the replys. Thanks, will try in couple of
days when I can get back to it. One thing I failed to mention I get power to the connection
whether or not I am pushing the washer switch. Could it be that the switch just completes the
ground, with the positive always hot? Thanks, will check that out. Hey OP, any update? My
washer fluid recently stopped working too, wipers still work fine though, I just haven't had to
time to look into it yet.. Now it's my turn. Same symptoms as above. Any word? DesertRatliff ,
Oct 27, Same thing here. Check fuses first. On first gens, the washer motor is in the front
passenger wheel well. After making sure the fuse was in good shape, I pulled the connector at
the motor and checked for power. There was none so on further investigation I was able to trace
a break in the wire up a few inches from the connector. That solved that. Good luck. EDIT:
second gens have some funny stuff going on with the spiral connector in the steering wheel.
Some were replaced under an extended warranty if I remember right. Worth looking into,
though. DesertRatliff , Nov 4, Mine aren't working but I hear the pump. I pulled the hose from
under the hood that supplies fluid to the sprayers and little fluid comes out. Do I need to clean
the tank and lines then? Could it be cold temperature that stopped it from working? Mine didn't
work at 0 degrees today. TacomaUSA , Jan 3, Nah I'm in san diego, never freezes. I'm also

gonna have to replace my reservoir because it's cracking at the neck. Haha, never freezes I've
seen the spray nozzle clogged and fixed using a safety pin. Best of luck. Height adjustable
Bilstein's. TRD wheels. Rebuilt rf. Marlin clutch kit. All kinds of new parts It was below where I
live. Pump stopped working. I tested the connection and it lit the test light up. Pump wasn't
coming on I figured it bit the dust. Found a reservoir on e-bay. It's a tad bit smaller but it bolted
right up to my inner fender - under the hood. Re-routed wires and hose and works like a charm.
Drivers side nozzle is natorious for getting clogged. I thawed it out frozen from not being used
and blew compressed air and nothing came through it. Replaced with a universal NAPA one and
it works. You don't know how important those windshield squirters are until it's winter, there is
MAG water all over the road and covers the windshield. Not fun working on it the depths of
Winter either! In my case it was the pump going bad because at full lock my tire kept rubbing it.
Probably a combination of old part and hitting it. Xbeaus , Jan 3, Show Ignored Content.
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